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More On The New World Order
Queen Elizabeth of England recently visited President Bush in Washington. Nobody
should believe that she came to Washington just to see a baseball game with the President
of the United States!
Why did she come? What discussions were conducted that were so secret they couldn't
be accomplished over the telephone or by letter? One little clue to this question is that
President George Bush is a fourth cousin of the Queen of England, according to the famous
Burkes geneological organization.
There were family ties associated with the visit but we can be assured that she didn't
come to the United States just to visit her fourth cousin! The Queen of England came to the
United States of America to issue new and important instructions to George Bush. These
instructions were so important that they couldn't be discussed over the telephone where
recordings could be made or via the normal systems of communications where inquisitive
investigative reporters could learn about and reveal just how subservient the United States
has become to the "World Order'' concept of the British Empire.
Queen Elizabeth came to get President Bush back on track after the horrible botching he
made out of the so-called war with Iraq. That little orchestrated skirmish was badly
executed.
The only leading figure, besides Saddam Hussein, who conducted himself according to
instructions, was General Swartzkopf. To show her gratitude, the Queen bestowed upon
General Swartzkopf the knighthood of the Order of the Bath. This ritual is extremely
significant. The knighthood of the Order of the Bath is an integral part of a vast system of
secret societies and the occult that has been the power behind the drive for a totalitarian
one world order. Because of the importance of this point in modern times, the Lesson in
History in this issue of the Intelligence Newsletter will be dedicated to this phenomenon.
The Queen, in her presentation to the Congress, let it be known that there was a special
arrangement between England and the United States that was contrary to the Constitution
of the United States and to the Common Law, which is based on God's Law and is the
bulwark of our Christian civilization. She referred to the special relationship between
England and the United States by stating that our societies "rest on mutual agreement, on
contract and consensus.''
She was referring to Admirality Law which emanates from the "City'' of London, which is
that section of London where the international bankers rule. She is also referring to the
Universal Commercial Code which has reduced us all to chattel peasants.
She stated explicitly that England and the United States were to utilize the United
Nations to bring in their concept of the New One-World Order. She said, "Our two countries

have a special advantage in seeking to guide the process of change in the world because of
the rich ethnic and cultural diversities of both our societies.'' First, each government
forcefully imposes a polyglot society with customs, mores and religions so diverse that
peace and tranquility is all but impossible without changing to a completely new system of
government. That government is, of necessity, a totalitarian government of force. Then, the
new totalitarian system of government tries to sell the idea by stating that there is a special
advantage in not having ethnic and religious roots.
Then, the Matriarch continues, "Perhaps we can, together, build on our experience to
spread the message we have learned at home to those regions where it has yet to be
absorbed. Whether we will be able to realize our hopes will depend on the maintenance of
an acceptable degree of international order. In this we see the United Nations as the
essential instrument in the promotion of peace and cooperation. We look to its Charter as
the guardian of civilized conduct between nations.''
In previous years, we thought of the United Nations as an instrument of Communism. As
years passed and our studies became more complete, we realized that Communism and the
Soviet Union itself was bought and paid for by the Imperialism of the West. With the
Queen's statement that "the United Nations was the essential instrument in the promotion
of peace and cooperation'', we now must realize that the U.N. is the tool of the Anglophile,
Plutocratic, International Banker West.
We now fully understand that the forced immigration of every ethnic group in the world
into the United States and England was accomplished to make a one world government
seem necessary.
But we must always remember, God has the last move in this "chess game'' of life
and His move always ends in a "checkmate'' for those who refuse to abide by his Laws,
Statutes and Judgments. In Jeremiah 51 we read this:
"Thus saith the Lord; Behold, I will raise up against Babylon, and against them that
dwell in the midst of them that rise up against me, a destroying wind; And will send unto
Babylon fanners, that shall fan her, and shall empty her land: for in the day of trouble they
shall be against her round about.''
"Against him that bendeth let the archer bend his bow, and against him that lifteth
himself up in his brigandine: and spare ye not her young men: destroy ye utterly all her
host. Thus the slain shall fall in the land of the Chaldeans, and they that are thrust through
in her streets.''
"For Israel hath not been forsaken, nor Judah of his God, of the Lord of hosts; though
their land was filled with sin against the Holy One of Israel. Flee out of the midst of Babylon,
and deliver every man his soul: be not cut off in her iniquity; for this is the time of the
Lord's vengeance; he will render unto her a recompence.''
"Babylon hath been a golden cup in the Lord's hand, that made all the earth drunken:
the nations have drunken of her wine; therefore the nations are mad. Babylon is suddenly
fallen and destroyed: howl for her; take balm for her pain, if so be she may be healed. We
would have healed Babylon, but she is not healed: forsake her, and let us go every one into
his own country: for her judgment reacheth unto heaven, and is lifted up even to the
skies.''
God has a way of His own to do His will. We don't know what the exact conditions will be
to cause all of these people whom the Plutocrats have forced upon the United States to
return to their own country, as described in verse nine but we know it will happen. It could

be AIDS or other epidemics, food or water poisoning. It could even be lead poisoning
caused by revolution!

Christian Activism Intensifies
That is the title of an article found in the Christian World Report for April 1991. They, in
turn, found the report in a magazine devoted to espousing the religion of secular humanism
titled Free Inquiry, Fall 1990; Vol. 10, No. 4. The article is reprinted here:
"The year is 2001. Half the population has been converted to faith in Jesus Christ, and
the Christian church rules the world. Though this seems implausible, more than 200
Christian missionary organizations are scheming to bring it about-as a birthday present for
Jesus. The battle lines are being drawn for the conflict of the century.''
"Militancy has become a prevalent theme in Christian conferences. A `Take it by force'
conference was held recently in Phoenix by the `Forceful Men' organization. The crowd of
16,500 was admonished to `invade, conquer, and possess the land' through Christian
activism.''
"In Tulsa, believers were told to `be bold, full of authority-militant' at the `Militant
Church Conference.' And, in Orlando, the `Mighty Warriors Conference' was presented at
the Orlando Christian Center, near Walt Disney World....''
"Christian leaders claim that America is the last hope for the world; God will use America
as a missionary base to reach the world. They also proclaim that Jesus wants to come back
to a church that is strong, pure, militant-and in control.''
The article ends with this statement: "The only hope for secularists is to vigorously
defend the separation of church and state against this onslaught.''
We see here signs that the establishment is getting worried and we hurry to agree that
they should be getting worried. The credibility that this article is the establishment line is
revealed by the statement of "separation of church and state.'' True Christians know that
there is no such thing and we must live, practice and teach the Laws of God in all aspects of
the relationships between the individuals, family, community and government. Everywhere
we go now, whether it be in the restaurants, the department stores or the gasoline stations,
we hear the average American becoming more and more convinced that the only way to
turn it around is to become militant.

Wide Differences
An article in the National Jewish Post and Opinion, dated February 13, 1991 titled
"Jewish, Non-Jewish Women Reveal Wide Differences,'' presents further evidence of the
cataclysmic chasm that has formed between the Christian and non-Christian, the secular
and the faithful as well as the separation of church and state.
"Washington: A survey of Jewish Women made for B'nai B'rith Women reveals not only
wide differences between Jewish and non- Jewish women, including that 91 percent of the
Jews agree that every woman who wants an abortion ought to be able to have one as
against only 56 percent of their non-Jewish counterparts.''
"Also nearly half of Jewish women demonstrated a `high' degree of affinity for feminism
compared to only 16 percent among non-Jews.''

"The study which was made by Sid Groenman for BBW and was reported by Sylvia
Barack Fishman in the 1989 American Jewish Yearbook was withheld from the International
Jewish Magazine, the B'nai B'rith Monthly.''
"The study was made in 1985 among 956 Jewish and non- Jewish women. Sixty-nine
percent of the Jewish women wanted their daughters to have qualities that would help them
function successfully in the world, such as being `independent, self reliant, self-sufficient,
self-supportive, determined, ambitious, intelligent, knowledgeable, talented, skillful and
creative' as against 22 percent who had family-oriented goals for their daughters, such as
to `have a good family, husband, marriage, children' or being `loving, caring and good
parents.''' End of article.

Lesson In History Part 13
There is no question but that the world is rushing headlong into a new world order. It is
in the Word of God that there will be a new government, let down from heaven, after a
world-wide conflagration of unprecedented proportions. But is the New World Order that is
being contemplated and strived for so vigorously that which God has promised us?
There are many systems throughout the world that are working simultaneously to
achieve their concept of a "New Age'' but it is within the United States and England that the
greatest effort and expenditures are realized.
The idea of a one world-government is not new. It is as old as the tower of Babel.
Ancient Babylon tried it and failed. God refused to permit it.
Alexander tried it in the third century before Christ and he, too, failed. He failed in his
attempt to bring into the world a one-world mixed people, a one-world government and a
one-world religion. But he did succeed in bringing into the Western world the concepts of
the occult. Even today the Masonic movement considers Alexander to be one of its
patriarchs. 1
The Roman Empire attempted it but failed. Attila, the Mongolian, tried in the fifth
century but he was destroyed by Theodoric II in the great battle along the Rhone River in
France. We would all be in a one-world of mixed Mongolians if it weren't for that army of
300,000 Christians.
The Moors and the Moslem faith tried it in the 8th century and they got about as far as
Attila did. Charles Martel and his massive Christian army destroyed their ambitions in
another great battle in the same location along the Rhone River in 732 A.D.
There have been many other attempts but they all failed. They failed because of the
differences among the many peoples of the world. These differences are not only in the
physical looks of the various peoples of the world. There are different customs, mores,
civilizations and religions that have made it impossible to totally subjugate the total world.
The various civilizations of the world have steadfastly refused to submit to a foreign
conqueror.
If we will examine all of these attempts for world government in the past, we find that
they have always been overt in nature. A would-be conqueror would always develop what
he thought would be the most powerful military machine the world had ever known and
then use it in an open attack on the country or civilization that he wanted to subjugate to
his idea of a one- world order.

There have always been spys that would enter the selected country to determine the
military targets and the weak points. Joshua sent spys into Canaan Land to prepare for his
invasion. But the conquering force itself was always overt. You could see them coming.
But with the marriage of ideas between Oliver Cromwell and Manasseh Ben Israel in
England, the old method changed and was replaced with a new system. It is a system that
is so sinister it defies imagination.
It was less than 100 years earlier when Thomas Cromwell, the near ancestor of Oliver,
brought to England the ideas of the Venetian traders and of Machiavelli. He also brought
with him the idea of secret societies and the occult.
All of these, the Venetian Traders, Machiavelli, secret societies and the occult were
married to the Kaballah and the Talmud when Oliver Cromwell and Manesseh Ben Israel
combined forces in their attempt to rule the world.
It has been the secret societies, using the occult as well as all of the other concepts that
were put together at that time, that have been the work horse for the one-world
movements ever since. With that marriage of plans between Cromwell and Manasseh Ben
Israel we no longer have one individual seeking world power and glory.
We now have an entity with no face or name. It lives on past the normal lifetime of an
individual. There appears to be no way to kill it because when one branch is exposed and
destroyed, the others expand and divide into new groups to fill in the gap.
It is the occult that is the driving force within the secret societies. We are amazed when
we read of or hear about some of these occult rituals that occur in the secret societies. We
think that the initiates really don't believe these occult rituals but that they put up with
them only to be a part of the gang. Maybe on the surface they may even say that they don't
believe it but there is always just enough there to seem plausible and they submit through
fear.
The mind is delicate and it can be manipulated. It doesn't make any difference if it is the
followers of the Jim Jones cult or a president of the United States or a Prince of Wales.
When a secret society, using the occult, initiates a member, he or she is almost always
captured.
There hasn't been a war or a revolution that has occurred since Oliver Cromwell that
hasn't used the secret societies and the occult to prepare, not only the target country but
the invading country, for the onslaught that is to follow.
Another factor that is common to this new system of using the secret societies and the
occult to control the world is the total disregard for human life. This system is totally
ruthless and it pales by comparison any technique used in past times.
So, it is the occult that is the driving force behind the secret societies and it is the secret
societies that penetrate and manipulate the governments of the world for their own sinister
purposes. That sinister purpose is to force the world into a one-world government and the
important part of this phenomenon is that the peoples of the world will also be driven into
the occult along with the world government.
What is meant by the word occult, anyway? In the most simple terms it means the
misuse of the supernatural. One may even question the term "supernatural.'' To do so
would be a grave mistake. In the book of Deuteronomy, chapter eighteen, we read this,
starting in verse nine.

"When thou art come into the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not
learn to do after the abominations of those nations. There shall not be found among you
any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth
divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a witch, Or a charmer, or a
consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer.''
It is simple deduction to realize that such occultish practices are possible, at least to a
degree, or God wouldn't have said that we shouldn't do them!
When Moses tried to get Pharaoh to let the people of Israel go, God caused Moses and
Aaron to use powers that were not commonly used. Pharaoh and his magicians could do the
same thing. Some people think therefore that Moses and Aaron were into the occult. No,
they were given the ability for good. Pharaoh and his magi used the power for evil.
We gave a message titled "Resolve to Understand the Evil Forces'' about two years ago
that showed the technical use of some of this unseen energy. One must think that the world
is still flat to deny that the atomic structure of every creature and material is made up of
electrons, protons and free electrons. Those free electrons can be very readily manipulated,
either for good or for evil. You receive electricity in your house wiring because free electrons
are being manipulated in the wires. That is energy and it can be manipulated for good or for
evil.
The occult is as old as the hills. It predates Adamic man by many ages of time. Some of
it has utilized the knowledge of the "body electric''2 but much of it uses the manipulation of
the mind. This is accomplished through encantations, charms and psychedelic drugs such as
LSD or the natural root of the Pyote plant. There are many different forms of these drugs.
As you can see, some of this can be used for good and all of it can be used for bad. With
man's propensity for the bad, since we are all born with a carnal mind, the occultists realize
the power available to them to rule the world.
When we don't understand something, it can easily be called the supernatural. When we
understand it we consider it just a part of science and engineering. A short one hundred
years ago people would call it the supernatural to see television, a radio, an airplane, an
automobile and the list could go on and on. Any of these things can be used for good or for
bad.
There is power in the skill and hands of a nurse. She can make a sick patient feel so
much better simply because she is there, touching, smiling, talking in a sweet and
reassuring voice. A reflexologist is manipulating the body electric. The heart specialist
installs a pace-maker to force the body electric to operate the heart properly. The
electrocardiograh measures the body electric with respect to the heart functions. The
electric functions of the brain are measured in the same way. The electroencephalogram is
a tracing showing the changes in the electric potentials within the brain. All of these things
are considered to be good.
We all know that the earth has a magnetic North and South pole. The magnetic lines-offorce flowing between those two poles radiate outward into the near space as well as
through the center of the earth. The ionosphere which surrounds the earth is a form of
magnetic barrier. For the purpose of explanation, consider the ionosphere like a basketball.
Consider the earth, which is totally within the ionosphere, as a smaller soccer ball. These
two balls are suspended from each other and the magnetic lines- of-force within the space
between the two balls is constantly undulating, so-to-speak, at a rate of between seven and
eight cycles per second.

All creatures on earth, as well as all life forces such as the weather, are in consonance
with that undulating magnetic force. If there is any force, either external to the earth or
local, that forces a change in that natural frequency of seven to eight cycles per second, we
physically and mentally react.
There are two parts within the brain that react to any magnetic change that is forced
upon it. First, any direct magnetic energy is received in the front part of the surface of the
brain, which is called the cerebral cortex. It is thought that the RNA (which is the Amino
Acid that is said to feed the DNA) is the receptor for the magnetic pulses. The pulses are
received directly by the RNA and are transmitted to the body electric.
The second means of receiving energy which modifies the magnetic forces within the
body is by light pulses through the eyes. When a bright light is pulsed and seen by the eye,
the pulse is transmitted via the nerves of the eye to the rear portion of the brain, called the
occipital cortex. There it is changed into a magnetic pulse and transmitted throughout the
body electric.
If the pulses of magnetic energy go below the normal seven to eight undulations per
second, the human body becomes depressed. This depression can be so severe that a form
of epileptic seisure takes place. Pilots of propeller-driven airplanes are subject to a
phenomenon called Flicker vertigo or photic stimulation when the engine is powered back to
an idle speed of around 500 revolutions per minute. If the pilot looks through the turning
propeller into the sun, he is subject to blacking out because it would have been a harmonic
of that critical frequency. The ancient Romans tested for this epileptic type phenomenon
when buying slaves by rotating a spoked wheel in front of a fire. The slaves who blacked
out were destroyed.
On the other hand, if that strobed pulse is raised above the seven to eight cycles per
second, an elated feeling is realized. This is the reason why at rock dance halls the strobe
lights cause all sorts of bizarre responses from those in attendance.
Now with that brief quasi-technical explanation of how external magnetic and light
pulses effect the body electric, we can continue with the explanation of the occult powers
for evil.
One can say that the occult can be defined as using that energy that God provided in a
manner that can be considered evil. There are hundreds and hundreds of such organizations
and probably the most comprehensive listing of such groups can be found in Lady
Queenborough's Occult Theocrasy,3 The Trail of the Serpent by Miss Stoddard,4 Father of
Lies by Warren Weston5 and The Occult Philosophy by Frances A. Yates.6
From The Trail of the Serpent we read in the foreword, "Going back to Patriarchal times,
we attempt to trace, step by step, the worship of the ancient Serpent, the Creative
Principle, the God of all initiates, from the early Cabiri, through Paganism to the pseudoChristianity of the Gnostics and Cabalists, these latter largely emanating under the influence
of the Hellenized Jews of Alexandria.''
"We have endeavoured to prove that the aim, in the higher grades of these varied
mysteries and cults, is to awaken this serpent, the SEX FORCE (emphasis mine-ed.) or
`God within' man, raising it by processes and yogic methods, uniting it with the Universal
Creative Principle without developing the latent senses or, so to say, deifying the adept, but
only that he may be enslaved by some astute, outside and stronger mind or group of minds,
who, it would seem, seek to rule the nations through HYPNOTICALLY (emphasis mine-ed.)
controlled adepts. For one and all of these modern mysteries are dominated and ruled by
some unknown heirarchy, just as in the Ancient Mysteries the Egyptian high-priests were

the masters of the old world through their knowledge and power to manipulate these
invisible serpent forces, the MAGNETIC FORCES (emphasis mine-ed.) of all nature, by
means of which they bound and dominated the mystes (mysteries-ed.) and even the
epoptes (Greek for one initiated in the mysteries-ed.) and through them the masses.''
"These revolutionary mysteries first appear as pseudo-religions, until by means of some
kind of seemingly religious uplift the necessary link with the master-mind is formed. Then it
becomes openly political and revolutionary, subverting all aspects of the nation's life,
seeking by internationalism and universalism to unify all peoples, socially, economically,
politically, in arts and religion, preparing for some New Era, some New Heaven and New
Earth.''
"We have finally sought to materialise these invisible masters and, allowing the Cabalists
to speak for themselves, we arrive at the revolutionary and cabalistic Jew, the most
cosmopolitan of peoples, who look for the Coming of their Messianic Era. To some of these
the Messiah is their race and their race is their God, the Tetragrammaton, the Creative
Principle, this Serpent Power, binding and unifying, leading to the hope of merging all races,
all faiths under the Law of this their Unity of Race, thus creating the `Greater Judaism'
spoken of by the Jewish World, 9 and 16 February, 1883.'' End of quotes.
The words sex-force was emphasized to show that the occultists believe that the sexforce is the most powerful force in the world, even surpassing the power of God Himself. It
is through this belief that another phenomenon surrounding the secret societies and the
occult can be discussed.
The sex-force they believe in is not necessarily limited to the normal relationship with
man and woman, husband and wife. The sex-force that the occultist believes in is that of
the male agressiveness towards sex in general. Thus, we can readily see why phallic
worship, represented in the obelisk, is so prevalent throughout the world. Who is it that
provides some cities of the United States with the obelisk? Who provided the Washington
monument? It was the Masons, a secret society and heavily into the occult.
That sex-force they describe supercedes normal sexual relationships. Why do the
homosexuals have so much political power? Why are they protected? Why are there so
many of them in places of power and control within the government? Why does the
government at all levels protect, expand and normalize the homosexual life style?
This sex-force represents their concept of male agressiveness and the highest form of
agressiveness to them is to be dominant over another male. This dominance is represented
through the rituals of the lodge and this arrangement has existed since the days of the
Knights Templar. Even the Templar emblem shows two men on a single horse in a rather
suggestive arrangement.
Homosexuality, the occult and the secret societies have been in partnership from the
beginning of the idea of a modern totalitarian one-world government.
Francis Bacon, the father of empiricism and an early Rosicrucian, and
several of his associates in espionage, including playwrights Marlowe and
Francis
Jonson, have been identified as homosexuals. Leonardo da Vinci and
Bacon
Michelangelo are noted to have been homosexuals and Leonardo da Vinci was
a Grand Master of an occult order which traces its existence to the earlier Templars.
After the turn of the twentieth century, it was in England where the prime prerequisite
for high political, intelligence, military and ecclesiastical office was to be associated with the

secret societies and the occult. Nearly every prime minister of this century was a Mason.
Disraeli openly admitted that secret societies ruled the world. Balfour, a Mason, who
prepared the Balfour Declaration, gave us the modern state of Israel. Churchill, another
Mason, presided over the designs for a united states of Europe. Anthony Eden was a Mason.
Nearly every outstanding military leader in England during this century was a Mason.
General Allenby captured Jerusalem from the Turks, for the West, in World War I. T.E.
Lawrence allied Britain with the secret orders of the Sufi in Arabia.
It was Cecil Rhodes who created the most exclusive Lodge
of British Freemasonry which admitted only statesmen and
diplomats. The purpose of this Lodge was to revive the dying
glory of the British Empire, which was being threatened by
the United States, which they considered still to be their
colony.
This exclusive lodge included as members Lord Rothschild
and his relative Lord Rosebury, emissaries of American
magnates J.P. Morgan, Andrew Carnegie and J.D. Rockefeller.
It was this Order of the Freemasonry movement that was
dedicated to creating the Anglo-American Empire which would
supervise Western administration of the Third World.
Another phenomenon that is hard to believe is the fact
that within this organization of Anglo-American Empire
seeking- zealots, espionage and homosexuality occur together
so often that it cannot be considered a coincidence. It would
Cecil Rhodes
seem strange that any country would allow such decadence
within the intelligence community and it has been noted that diplomats in England and
Europe have made statements in the press that their respective countries should be on
guard against infiltration by an international conspiracy of homosexuals.
Cecil Rhodes himself, the founder of Anglo-American Freemasonry, had a very peculiar
lifestyle. It has long been noted that he had a lifelong abstention from female
companionship. After his death it was revealed that his library contained shelves devoted to
phallic worship and homosexuality.
Do we see any evidence of this extremely bizarre practice in present day American
diplomacy and politics? We do know that there are avowed homosexuals in Congress. It was
reported that a past president "skinny-dipped'' in the Washington Y.M.C.A. pool with a
friend.
An article found in one of the country's tabloids for January 2, 1990 reveals the bizarre
program of the Bohemian Grove near San Francisco. We will extract from that article.
"Boys will be boys-especially at the Bohemian Grove, a secret summer camp where the
most powerful men in America swim bare-bottomed and entertain one other by singing and
dancing in drag.''
"Among the happy campers are Henry Kissinger, Malcolm Forbes, Merv Griffin, William
F. Buckley Jr. and Walter Cronkite. Even U.S. Presidents George Bush, Ronald Reagan,
Gerald Ford and Richard Nixon have joined in the fun.'' `It's quite a sight. Some of the
country's most powerful men acting like a bunch of overgrown Boy Scouts,' says

psychologist Dr. William Domhoff, who studies the clandestine antics of Bohemian
Grovers...''
"The boyish romps take place over three weekends each summer just outside Monte Rio.
Calif., 75 miles North of San Francisco. `Drinking is an integral part of the festivities,' says
Dr.Domhoff, a professor at the University of California, Santa Cruz...''
"While the retreat has 2,300 members-all of them male-it's highly exclusive. Even those
campers willing to pay the $8,000 initiation fee and annual dues of $2,000 must be invited
to join. The first camp weekend always begins with the initiation of all members. `They
have an elaborate ceremony in which everyone assembles in front of a 40-ft.-high statue of
an owl and vows to share the secrecy and intimacy of the Grove,' says the psychologist...''
"`After the opening-night hijinks, the overgrown boys organize themselves into smaller
camp units with names like Woof, Sons of Toil, Aviary and Lost Angels. Reagan belongs to
Owl's Nest, Nixon to Caveman and Bush to Hillbillies. Each has a specialty, usually a drink
that's been created there. One camp unit is known for serving a lunch supplied by the
ranch-a lunch consisting of bull's testicles.'''
"This summer, Merv Griffin and William Buckley got to see Kissinger himself prancing
around on stage. The man who once announced `Power is the ultimate aphrodisiac,'
stepped up to center stage and sang out: `I am here because I have always been
convinced The Low Jinks is the ultimate aphrodisiac.''' End of quotes from the article.
It is the last part of that article that is the key to this message, "Power is the ultimate
aphrodisiac.'' Students of this entire phenomena of secret societies, the occult and the
prevalence of homosexuality associated with it state this, "In the ultimate contest, one
between equals in rivalry for dominance, power is achieved only through breaking the
other's will--symbolically (socially) through sexual subjugation, permanently through
castration, and ultimately through murder.'' 7
Now we can understand why it is like the young David, if he did not have the blessings
of God, stepping up to Goliath, with a slingshot in his hand, when anyone attempts to fight
the homosexual decadence in America today.
The purpose of this part of the lesson is not to put down male aggressiveness. Paul said,
"Quit ye like men and be strong.'' Men are to be masculine and strong. The effeminized
male cannot effectively lead his family into the kingdom. But the cruel, unjust, lusting for
power aggressiveness that is described here is an abomination and must be destroyed.
"If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed
an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.''
(Leviticus 20:13)
How has all of this evolved into the current effort of bringing in the totalitarian OneWorld Order? Some years ago students of the world's geo-politics watched the efforts of the
United Nations and the Council on Foreign Relations to see what the one-world government
planners were doing. Today, it is not quite that simple. There was simply too much
opposition from the average citizen to push through a one-world government when there
was no apparent value in doing it.
So they changed their tactics. It was Harland Cleveland, a very powerful figure in the
Aspen Institute for International Humanism who argued that if the powerful globalist
institutions want to bring about a World Government, there must be a change in plans.

Cleveland pointed out that the League of Nations and the United Nations tried to make
direct attempts to set up a World Government and both, by themselves, failed miserably.
A new plan was needed, according to Cleveland, and he called it "Peacemeal
Functionalism.'' The Trilateral Commission, followed this new idea and explained it as
follows:
"In general, the prospects for achieving effective international co-operation (control) can
often be improved if the issues can be kept (to appear to be) separate-what we call
piecemeal functionalism... Coalitions of specialists can be built across national boundaries in
specific functional areas, blunting the nationalism that might otherwise hinder
agreement...Functionally specific international organizations succeed far better than multipurpose organizations such as the United Nations in accomplishing concrete tasks.''
In other words, if the activity for creating a one-world government is taken away from a
single organization like the U.N. and is divided among many different organizations and if
the work of these many groups can be made to appear separate--then, piece by piece,
treaty by treaty, law by law, issue by issue and organization by organization--everything
can be put together like a jigsaw puzzle.
Richard Gardner (Professor of International Organizations at Columbia University;
Trilateral member and C.F.R. member) says that "end run around national sovereignty,
eroding it piece by piece, will accomplish more than the old-fashioned frontal assault.''
To make this system of "Piecemeal Functionalism'' work, the planners for the One-World
Government utilize the system of Hegellian Dialects. They call it "Management by Crisis.''
The system is basic. First, create, invent or find an existing crisis. Second, widely publicize
that crisis. Third, after the masses are convinced that there is indeed a crisis, a solution is
offered, always using the "expert'' opinions of academia such as Carl Sagan. That solution is
always centered around the need for "world cooperation.''
There are many examples to make the point. The immigration crisis, the environmental
crisis, the "greenhouse effect,'' the ozone holes, the wildlife crisis, the killing-the-whales
crisis, cutting-down-the-rain-forest crisis, the need for gun registration or confiscation, the
man-made famine in Ethiopia, the trade-zone crisis with Mexico and the war with Iraq are
just a few examples of Management by Crisis.
The trick is to get as many groups as possible organized to publicize the crisis. This will
cause a large share of the population to believe in the crisis and want to do something.
They send in money and totally support those who created the crisis.
Thousands of jobs are lost in the Northwest timber industry since they can't cut timber
in an area where the Spotted Owl is decreasing in numbers. Families are losing their own
private property because of the "wet-lands'' policy. Ranchers are losing their century-old
grazing rights on federal lands because of "overgrazing'' caused by federal quotas. The
lending institutions are in shambles because of government instituted mismanagement. The
basic heavy industries are dying, again because of government-instituted mismanagement.
It is not only in the United States. We find the same system of planned Management by
Crisis in all of the Western countries.
With this new system of "Piecemeal Functionalism,'' the intentions are to continue
"Management by Crisis'' until the entire world reaches a point they have named "Critical
Instability.'' They believe that the people of the world will, at the point of "Critical
Instability,'' demand a new type of society.

Willis Harman, a consultant to the National Goals Research Staff of the White House,
observes, "We are in the early stages of a change much more far-reaching than the
Industrial Revolution. It is a metamorphosis that will transform every institution, every
profession, every aspect of modern society.''
Zbigniew Brzezinski, who wrote the book Between Two Ages and organized the Trilateral
Commission, said, "There are signs of an increased yearning for something spiritual. There
is a search for personal religion, for direct connection with the spiritual.'' However, it is
obvious that Mr. Brzezenski is understanding religion and spirituality in different terms than
genuine old-fashioned Christianity.
Again, Mr. Willis Harman of the White House Staff gives us a key to Brzesinski's
"spirituality'' in his An Alternative Guide to the Future by showing that hypnosis and psychic
abilities are now being increasingly accepted. The American Health Magazine now reports
that 67% of Americans claim to have personally experienced Extra-Sensory Perception
(ESP).
We now come to the point in this Lesson In History. We have shown that mental
telepathy, hypnosis and the psychic abilities indeed can be technically explained. We have
shown that these abilities can be for good or for bad. The wisdom for us comes in knowing
the difference. What with the track record of the secret societies, including the Trilateral
Commission, the Masons and all of the other occultic societies seeking a New One-World
Government, we must by no means allow them to lead us into their idea of the "Perfected
Kingdom.'' No King but King Jesus!
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